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ABSTRACT 

This report presents the results of an evaluation of the Nuclear Subsystem (NSS) for 

throttling at high specific impulse (at rated chamber temperature). The objective of the 

study was to analyze the NSS high I throttling performance and its effects on the NSS 

design and to establish an NSS recommendation on high I throttling based upon these ana-

lyses. 

Four operating points were considered in this evaluation. Three were specific tljrott-

ling points and the fourth was a no-throttling condition. The evaluation of the effects of 

high I throttling on the NSS resulted in the recommendation that no specific requirement 

for high I throttling operation be imposed on the design. This recommendation is based 

on the fact that no major advantage was identified for throttling while incorporation of 

throttling requirements adversely affects the NSS design and reliability. The most 

significant NSS penalty is that of fuel corrosion. The requirements on the SSCV and 

control drum span are more severe for throttling than for the no-throttling case. Another 

significant disadvantage is that of the requirement for a more complex control operating 

mode over the no-throttling case. 

This recommetKlation does not rule out the fact that capability for high I throttling 

may exist in the final design and capability for reduced temperature throttling will certain

ly exist. However, because of the relative advantages and disadvantages identified, any 

throttling in the final design should be that which is available when the most reliable and 

best performing NSS is determined based upon rated condition considerations. 

iii 
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1. SCOPE 

This trade study identifies and evaluates advantages and penalties for the NSS 

during high specific impulse throttling with regard to throttling point and throttling time. 

The study also results in a recommendation on throttling based upon NSS considerations. 

1-1 
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Z IDENTIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS 

The requirement to perform high I throttling is stated in the NPRD - 1 , dated 

June 5, 1968, in the following manner. 

The engine shall be capable of throttling at rated chamber 

temperature from the engine design point of 450 psia chamber 

pressure to a chamber pressure of (tbd) psia at a maximum rate 

of 50 psi/second for a duration of (tbd) minutes. 

Subsequent direction was provided in Technical Directive 69-06, dated February 14, 

1969. This direction stated that certain specified requirements as given in the NPRD -1 

were subject to verification by the Contractor. The specified requirements in the area of 

throttling to be verified were: 

a. Throttled Chamber Pressure (tbd) psia 

b. Rate of Change of Chamber Pressure 50 psiq/second 

c. Duration at Throttled Chamber Pressure (tbd) minutes 

The NSS evaluation of the throttling requirement was performed by determining and 

evaluating the effects on the NSS of performing a high I throttling maneuver. The effects 
sp 

that were identified are described below. 

1. Performance - By high I throttling during the initial portion of the shut

down process, a portion of the delayed neutron power is dissipated. This 

in turn reduces slightly the amount of after-heat which has to be removed 

during cooldown and, hence, there is a slight reduction in NSS after-

cooling requirements. However, it is not correct to simply consider after-

coolant propellant requirements in order to determine a figure of perfor-
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mance merit due to throttling since the reduced thrust level during 

throttling introduces penalties. Data for typical burns were compared to 

determine performance improvements resulting from minimization of NSS 

cooldown propellant requirements. 

2. Additional Drum Span Requirement - A design consideration is that of 

minimizing drum span in the reactor in order to minimize the consequences 

of a control drum actuator failure and to minimize the peripheral element 

temperature increase to minimize increased corrosion. The high i 

throttling requirement will add to the drum span and drum motion at rated 

chamber temperature requirements unless the throttling pressure is limited 

to that attainable by SSCV opening alone and is allowed to vary during 

the NSS life. 

3. SSCV Requirements - The high I throttling requirement influences the 

requirements on the SSCV. A design consideration is that of minimizing 

the requirements imposed upon the SSCV so that the SSCV may be selected 

in the context of maximizing the NSS reliability at rated conditions. 

4. Fuel Corrosion - Fuel element corrosion throughout the core is affected by 

the increased operating time required to perform a given mission if throttling 

is utilized. Individual peripheral fuel element bore hot end corrosion is 

increased by throttling due to off design core inlet temperatures and addi

tionally increased if reactivity must be inserted by the control drums during 

throttling. In addition, reactivity insertion by the control drums can 

adversely affect interelement corrosion both during throttling operation 

and during all subsequent operations. 

5. Fuel Thermal Stresses - Any added fuel temperatures in the peripheral region 

of the core due to high I throttling will cause higher than normal temper-

ature gradients within the individual fuel element and between adjacent fuel 
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elements which will introduce increased stresses* 

6. SSA Temperature Constraints - Throttling at high I increases the tempera

ture of the SSA liner and tube. The throttling level at which these limits 

constrain the operation is dependent on the capabilities of the SSCV as to 

fixed or multi-position. 

7. Controller Complexity - The requirement for high I throttling requires the 

controller to control satisfactorily under different operating conditions. 

8. Control Concept Complexity - The requirement for high I throttling 

imposes special requirements for variable SSCV and/or control drums and 

can eliminate certain control concepts which would reduce the complexity 

of the reference design system. 

9. Severity of Malfunction - Different malfunctions of concern may exist at 

throttled conditions than at rated conditions and certain malfunctions may 

have different characteristics at high I throttled conditions. Such mal-
^ sp 

functions are: 

1. loss of flow 

2. drum run out 

3. rapid LH„ insertion 

4. SSCV fail open 

5. SSCV fail closed 

10. Reliability - The requirement to throttle may affect the overall reliability 

of the NSS. 

(U) 11, Compatibility with Startup Mode - The throttling requirement and high I 

startup mode requirement are inter-related. To have the capability for high 

I throttling also provides much of the capability to perform a high I 

startup. Thus, the two requirements should be considered together. 
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12. Development - The throttling requirement could impose different develop

ment and qualification requirements in the form of analysis and testing. 

13. Cost - The throttling requirement could impose different costs in the area 

of hardware (controls), analysis, and testing (both component and NSS). 

/ ^ Astronuclear 
V r y Laboratory 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF APPROACHES AND SIGNIFICANT CHARACTERISTICS 

The NPRD calls for throttling to a (tbd) point for a (tbd) duration at 50 psi/second 

at rated I . To perform this evaluation, three different throttling points were iden

tified (all at rated temperatures) and three throttling times were defined for each of 

the three throttling points. The characteristics of these were as follows. 

A. Nominal 80% power - The chamber pressure at this 

point was 350 psia. The three (3) throttling duration 

times were 30, 120, and 600 seconds. 

B. Nominal 60% power - The chamber pressure at this 

point was 270 psia. The three (3) throttling duration 

times were the same as above. 

C. Nominal 45% power - The chamber pressure at this point 

was 200 psia. The three (3) throttling duration times 

were the same as above. 

In the comparison matrix which follows, the evaluation and comparison is between 

a given throttling condition. The effects of throttling for consideration as identified 

in Section 2 are all evaluated as being an additional advantage or disadvantage over 

the no-throttling consideration. The basis for the statements on the comparison matrix 

chart are contained in detailed design memoranda (DRM) that were generated for this 

study and are referenced in the matrix. These detail memoranda are included in the 

appendix. 

3-1 



4. COMPARISON MATRIX 

Fu'ictlonaJ and Technical 
Design Consideration 

1 

No Throttling Throttling 80% Power Throttling 60% Power Throttling 45% Power Selection 

1. Performance (Payload) No gain 

2. Additional Drum Span Requirements ( 3 . No additional 
drum span 
required 

Maximum of 200 lbs. gain (less 
than 0. 3% of pnopellant 
requirements) based on typical 
bums studied and if throttling 
point is held for approximately 
100 seconds. 
(Reference DRM 51404, 
Figures I I , 111, IV, and V.) 

No additional requirements 
if SSCV can be opened. 

Max. Corrosion & Poisoning 
Permissible for Constant Drum 
Position Throttling: 
$.36 for.SSCV limited at 
47.5°.^^'^ 

$1. 18 for SSCV with full open 
capability. 

Additional reactivity required: 
S. 90 for SSCV limited at 47.5°. 
$.12 for SSCV with full open 
capability 

Fixed SSCV Orif ice (SOL & 
roL 
Additional reactivity required. 
S. 63 for orifice equivalent to 
17°. 
S. 90 for orifice equivalent to 
47.5°. 

.'Ref. DRM 51502 and DRM 
M495 . ' 

Maximum of 380 lbs gain 
(less than 0.5% of propellant 
requirements) based on 
typical burns and If throttling 
point is held for approximately 
120 seconds. (Reference 
DRM 51404, Figures I I , I I I , 
IV, and V. ) 

SOL: 
$.30 additional reactivityforSSCV 
limited at 47. 5 . No addi
tional requirement for SSCV 
with full open capability. 

Max. Corrosion & Poisoning 
Permissible for Constant Dnjm 
Position Throttling-
Unottainable with SSCV 
limited at 47.5°. 
$.65for SSCV with full 
open capabil i ty. 

EOL: 
Additional reactivity required: 
$1.60 for SSCV limited at 47. 5° 
$.64 for SSCV with full open 
capability. 

Fixed SSCV Orif ice (SOL & 
E O l \ : 
Additional reactivity required 
$1.31 for orifice equivalent to 
34°. 

$1, 60 for orifice equivalent to 
47.5°. 

(Ref. DRM 51502 and DRM 
51495.) 

Maximum of 440 lbs. gain 
(less than 0.5% of pro
pellant requirements) 
based on typical burns 
studied and if throttling 
point is held for approxi
mately 120 seconds. 
(Reference DRM 51404, 
Figures I I , I I I , IV, and V . ) 

SOL. 
Unattainable with SSCV 
limited at 47.5°. S. 50 
additional reactivity 
required for SSCV with 
full open capability. 

Max. Corrosion & Poisoning 
Permissible for Constant 
Drum Position Throttling; 
Unattainable. 

EOL: 
Unattainable with SSCV 
limited at 47.5°. 
$1. 80 additional reactivity 
required tor SSCV with hjl l 
open capability. 

Fixed SSCV Orif ice (SOL & 
EOTh 
Unattainable with fixed 
or i f ice. 

Kef. DRM 51502 and 
DRM 51495,.) 

4 -3 -2 -1 
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Functional and Technical 

Design Consideration N o Throttling Throttling 8 0 % Power Throttling 6 0 % Power Throttling 45% Power Selection 

(U) 3. SSCV Requirements Fixed orifice 

(Equivalent to 

SSCV angles of 

0 - 4 7 . 5 ° ) and 

variable SSCV 

con be con

sidered. 

Fixed orif ice (equivalent to 

SSCV angles of 1 7 - 4 7 . 5 ° ) 

and variable SSCV can be 

considered. 

Fixed or i f ice (equivalent to 

SSCV angles of 3 4 - 4 7 . 5 ° ) and 

variable SSCV can be con

sidered. 

Fixed orif ice cannot be 

considered, SSCV must 

be capable of being 

opened to the full open 

position. 

l - ( 2 & 3 ) - 4 

4. Fuel Corrosion 

(CRD) 

N o additional 

fuel corrosion 
C O N S T A N T D R U M P O S I T I O N T H R O T T L I N G 

Similar core average corrosion rate as a t rated conditions, (Reference DRM 51667, Item 3 , 3 . ) 

Addit ional total corrosion because of Increased time required a t rated temperature to impart 

same vehicle energy. For two minutes throttling and for the typical bums studied (Reference 

DRM 51404 Tables I V - V I I ) : 

0 , 5 minute additional time 

required at rated tempera

ture. 

0. 9 minute additional time 

required at rated tempera

ture. 

1.25 minutes addiHonal 

time required at rated 

temperature. 

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 

N O N - C O N S T A N T D R U M P O S I T I O N T H R O T T L I N G 

In addition to the corrosion ef fect from the constant drum position throttling case, the following 

increoses in peripheral fuel element bore hot end corrosion rates result during throttling and 

interelement corrosion may be adversely affected during throttling and a l l subsequent operations, 

(Reference DRM 51667 and DRM 5 1 4 6 1 , Figure 4 . ) 

7 0 - 9 4 % a t EOL for SSCV 
limited at 47.5 . 

9 - 1 2 % at EOL for SSCV v 

ful l open capabi l i ty , 

5 0 - 6 7 % for fixed orif ice 

equivalent to 17^. 

7 0 - 9 4 % for orif ice^ 

equivalent to 4 7 . 5 . 

2 5 - 3 0 % a t S O L for SSCV 

limited a t 4 7 . 5 , 

125 -165% a t EOL for 

SSCV limited a t 4 7 . 5 ° . 

'Ith 5 0 - 6 7 % at EOL for SSCV 

with full open capabi l i ty . 

100 -135% for fixed orif ice 

equivalent to 34 . 

125-165% for fixed orif ice 

equivolent to 4 7 . 5 . 

4 0 - 5 5 % at SOL for 

SSCV with full open 

capabi l i ty , 

140-190% for SSCV 

with full open o ipabi l i ty . 



Functional and Technical 
Design Consideration No Throttling Throttling 80% Power Throttling 60% Power Throttling 45% Power Selection 

5. Added Thermal Fuel Stress 
(CRD) 

1.00 CONSTANT DRUM POSITION THROTTLING: No adverse effects. 
NON-CONSTANT DRUM POSITION THROTTLING: Axial sfresses Increase, 
cases studied: 

1. 16 times the axial stress with 
no-throttling- (SOL; SSCV at 
47.5°). (Ref. DRM 51540, 
Table.) 

1.27 times the axial stress with 
no-throttling. (SOL; SSCV 
at 47.5°.) (Ref. DRM 51540, 
Table.) 

For the example 

1.38 times the axial stress 
with no-throttiing, (SOL, 
SSCV at 90°.) (Ref. DRM 
51540, Table.) 

(U) 6. SSA Temperature Constraints 

(U) 7. Controller Complexity No throttling allows 
less complex con
troller to be con
sidered. (Ref. DRM 
51403.) 

SSA high temperature constraint 
unless SSCV can be adequately 
positioned. 

More complex but controller 
complexity Is independent of 
throttling point if any throttling 
Is required. (Ref. DRM 51403). 

SSA high temperature constraint 
unless SSCV can be adequately 
positioned. At least maximum 
flow position required. 

More complex but controller 
complexity is independent of 
throttling point if any throttling 
is required. (Ref. DRM 51403). 

SSA high temperature con- l-(2 & 3)-4 
straint unless SSCV can be 
adequately positioned. 
Full open position required. 

More complex but controller l -(2, 3, 
complexity Is independent Equal) 
of throttling point If any 
throttling Is required. (Ref. 
DRM 51403). 

& 4 ) 

(U) 8. Control Concept Complexity Less complex 
control concepts 
can be considered 
such as fixed drum 
and fixed SSCV 
systems. (Ref, 
DRM 51403), 

More complex control systems 
must be used. (Ref. DRM 51403). 

More complex control systems 
must be used. (Ref. DRM 51403). 

More complex control 
systems must be used. 
(Ref. DRM 51403). 

l - ( 2 ,3& 4 
Equal) 

(Ul 9. Severity of Malfunction No added severity. 
(Ref. DRM 51580). 

The rapid flow Insertion mal
function is more severe than 
no-throttltng case. (Ref. 
51580). 

Rapid flow insertion malfunctions 
more severe than 80% case. (Ref. 
DRM 51580). 

Not specifically evaluated 
but it appears that rapid 
flow insertion malfunction 
would be more severe than 
either 80% or 60% case, 
(Ref. DRM 51580). 

1-2-3-4 



Functional and Technical 
Design Consideration N o Throttling Throttling 80% Power Throttling 6 0 % Power Throttling 45% Power Selection 

10. Reliability 

11 , Compatibility with Startup Mode 

12. Development and Qual i f icot ion 

13, Cost 

Compatible with 

center of the map 

stortup 

N o effect 

Lowered rel iabi l i ty . More 

dif f icult to attain rel iabi l i ty 

goals than no-throttle case. 

Cornpatible with high I _ start-

Slqnlficantly, more analysis 
and testing required over no-
throttllng case. More reactor 
testing required to qualify 
throttling capabil i ty. 

Additional cost over no-throttling 
case. (NSS test control bord-
ware, analysis and testing.) 

Lowered re l iabi l i ty . More 

di f f icul t to attain rel iabil i ty 

goals than 8 0 % case. 

Compatible with high I 
startup. 

Development and checkout 
same as 8 0 % case. More test
ing required to quality throttling 
capabi l i ty . 

Additional cost over no-
throttling cose. (NSS test 
control hardwore, analysis 
and testing. ) 

Lowered rel iabi l i ty. More 

diff icult to attain re l ia 

bi l i ty goals than 6 0 % cose. 

N o t completely compatible 

with high l^- startup 

because adaed SSCV control 

and added drum span 

would be required. 

Development and checkout 

some as 80% case. More 

testing required to qualify 

throttling capabil i ty. 

Additional cost over no-
throttlir>g case. (NSS 
test control hardware, 
analysis, and testing.) 

1 -2 -3 -4 

( 2 & 3 ) - l - 4 . 
If no high I 
startup require
ment, then 
H 2 & 3 ) - 4 

l - ( 2 , 3 & 4 

Equal) 

l - ( 2 , 3 & 4 
Equal) 

P), 

SOL = "Stort of Life" with SSCV assumed to be at 0 at rated conditions. 

EOL = "End of Life" and Is assumed to be after 5 0 minutes of operation with ten starts Assumed $ 1 , 00 corrosion plus SO. 30 poisoning). 

Assumes SSCV Is used a t rated conditions to compensate for corrosion. If drums are used to compensate for corrosion, then the odditiorKil drum span required at any time during 
lifetime is the same and Is equal to that identified for SOL. 

The valve angles of 0 , 4 7 . 5 , and full open define minimum flow, maximum flow and full flow and are used to describe three SSCV positions. The minimum flow position ts 

such that a t rated conditions the SSA temperatures are at the upper limits. The maximum flow position is an intermediate valve position such that at rated conditions the SSA 

temperatures ore at the lower limits. The full open position Is the SSCV wide open. This position cannot be used at rated conditions because the hydrogen flow would be such 

as to drop the SSA temperatures below the low temperature limits. 

N o . 1 "No 

Throttlir>g" 

case selected. 

This page is Unclassified 
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5. RECOMMENDATION 

The W A N L evaluation of the high I thrott l ing information results in the 
sp 

recommendation that no specific design requirements be imposed on the NSS to 

provide the capabi l i ty to perform high specific impulse thrott l ing. This recom

mendation would result in the delet ion of the NPRD requirement for high I 
sp 

throt t l ing. 

This recommendation does not rule out the fact that capabi l i ty for high I 

may exist in the f inal design and capabi l i ty for reduced temperature thrott l ing 

w i l l certainly exist. However, because of the relat ive advantages and disadvantages 

ident i f ied, any thrott l ing in the f inal design should be that which is available when 

the most rel iable and best performing NSS is determined based upon rated condit ion 

considerations. 

The recommendation given above is made because of the many penalties 

ident i f ied with performing such a thrott l ing maneuver. A signif icant penalty is 

that of fuel corrosion. Another signif icant disadvantage is that of the requirement 

for a more complex control operating mode over the no-thrott l ing case. The require

ments on the SSCV and control drum span are more severe for thrott l ing than for the 

no-throt t l ing case. The added fuel corrosion, complex control modes, use of SSCV, 

and abnormal temperature distributions resulting from a thrott l ing requirement make 

the attaining of the re l iab i l i t y goals more d i f f i cu l t . These considerations result in 

increased development cost. 

Among the three thrott l ing cases studied, the fo l lowing general conclusion 

can be made. The lower the thrott l ing point, the greater the propellant saving. 

At the same t ime, the penalties on the NSS ore usually greater the lower the 

thrott l ing point. 

This page is Unclassified 
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